1966 Spaceport News Summary
Followup From the Last Spaceport News Summary
Of note, the 1963, 1964 and 1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. Starting with
the July 7, 1966, issue, the Spaceport News went to an every two week format. The
Spaceport News kept the two week format until the last issue on February 24, 2014.
Spaceport Magazine superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014. Spaceport
Magazine was a monthly issue, until the last and final issue, Jan./Feb. 2020.
The first issue of Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The two 1962 issues and
the issues from 1996 forward are at this website, including the Spaceport Magazine.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport News Summary.

Not directly related to the Spaceport News Summaries, John Tribe sent the following
neat story about the engine start button for John Glenn’s flight, the first US human
orbital flight, Friendship 7, launched on February 20, 1962. Thanks a bunch John! The
below, in quotes, and the photos, are from John.
“In the last scenes showing an empty blockhouse I must assume that the film was shot
right after the launch because the engine control/start panel is missing from its console.
From what I understand Jim Keatley, the blockhouse supervisor, had removed it
immediately after the launch to pull the start button as a prized souvenir beating
Rocketdyne to the punch. The panel was actually a Rocketdyne panel and Jim was out
of line pulling it. Lee Solid had sent a Rocketdyne tech to do it with the same plan in
mind - namely remove the start button.
When the Rocketdyne Tech got to the blockhouse the panel was out and the switch
missing. Nobody knew where it was of course. It showed up a month later mounted on a
commemorative plaque that was presented to O’Malley who kept it at his home until he
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died. Ann O’Malley gave me the plaque after his death and asked me to find a good
home for it. I drew up a letter of authentication and had it signed by Keatley, Paul
Donnelly and Ann O’Malley. The plaque and switch are currently on display in the
Mercury Room at the American Space Museum in Titusville.”

“Note .. the MA7 inscription should be MA6!”
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From The January 6, 1966, Spaceport News
From page 4, “Like Old Times At Pad 34 . . But Times Have Changed”. A portion of the
article reads “It's like old times again at Launch Complex 34. Virtually silent since Saturn
I, SA-4 lifted off the 34 pad almost three years ago (except for construction activity), the
area is once again vibrant with life as the first Saturn IB vehicle is being put through its
pre-flight calisthenics. First sign of the stepped up tempo is the number of empty
parking spaces on both sides of the main security gate leading to the complex. There
are none.
Inside the blockhouse NASA and contractor personnel sit shoulder to shoulder behind
the familiar consoles. There is little room to spare, for 34's blockhouse is smaller than
the one at neighboring 37, and every inch of space must be judiciously used… …Next
to open notebooks on the long banks of panels are brown paper lunch bags. Engineers
and technicians, when involved in critical tests, have no time to step outside for
cafeteria or snack wagon chow…”.

“ACTIVITY in the long-silent blockhouse at Launch Complex 34 is once again running full force.
Veteran KSC team members are working side by side with contractor personnel to ready the
first Saturn IB launch vehicle and an Apollo spacecraft for flight.”

On page 3, “Authorization Given For Visitor Facility”. In part, the article reads “KSC has
been authorized to proceed with detailed design of a visitor information facility which will
be constructed here. Dr. Kurt H. Debus, KSC Director, announced receipt of the NASA
authorization and said the project will require an investment of $1,000,000. It is
anticipated that the Visitor Center will be open to the public in mid-1967. Design work,
construction bids, and site preparation will require about six months. One year is
needed for construction…”.
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From The January 14, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “LC 34 Sports New Face For Saturn IB Support”. Part of the article reads
“KSC personnel who worked at Launch Complex 34 when the first Saturn I vehicle was
launched there would have difficulty recognizing the pad today. The entire complex has
undergone a streamlined face lifting to support the Saturn IB program. The most
noticeable change involves the 310-foot-tall service structure. Enclosing the launch
vehicle in the once open tower are four silos, each 36 feet tall, and 44-foot-tall hurricane
gates…
These new additions provide complete protection for the Saturn IB from the elements...
…The hurricane gate can protect a launch vehicle against winds up to 125 miles per
hour…
…"We've also added a new crane in the service structure… ...to handle the Launch
Escape System (LES) tower. The old bridge crane, located at the
245-foot level, wasn't high enough for this work."… …At the 220 foot level of the
umbilical tower an astronaut ingress-egress swing arm has been added, along with a
small white room. There is also a new elevator for astronauts and spacecraft
technicians to reach this area…”.

“LAUNCH COMPLEX 34 supervisor, Dick Brantley, left, and Claude Moses, chief. Eastern Test
Range operations section, list changes that have taken place at 34 for the Saturn IB program. In
the background is the modified service structure, complete with silo and hurricane gates.”

From page 3, “KSC Ordnance Storage Facility Open For Business”. A portion of the
article reads “A new ordnance storage facility, incorporating the latest designs in
concrete magazines, has been authorized for operation by NASA. It is located about
half a mile north of the Vehicle Assembly Building at Launch Complex 39…
…There are six storage magazines — three above ground buildings and three igloo
shaped, earth-covered structures — and an inspection and receiving building in the
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area. "We handle everything from tiny detonators which weigh a few grams to huge
jettison motors for the Apollo Launch Escape System which have an explosive weight of
3,200 pounds," Bendix senior ordnance engineer Bob Hunt said. Ordnance items are
received, inspected, transferred, stored and issued at the facility. The first shipment —
explosive ordnance items for the Gemini spacecraft — was recently transferred from
storage areas at Cape Kennedy to the new area. The initial load of Saturn V ordnance
and pyrotechnic items is expected soon…”.

“ORDNANCE foreman John Thompson, left, and senior engineer Bob Hunt discuss activities at
new ordnance storage facility. Concrete magazines are shown in background.”

On page 3, “Lightning Mast At 34”. In part, the article reads “A new lightning mast,
more than 50 feet tall, has been added to the top of the umbilical tower at Launch
Complex 34. It provides a "cone of protection" around the pad area when the service
structure, which has its own grounding system, has been moved away…”.

From The January 20, 1966, Spaceport News
From page 2, “Apollo TC Gordon Turner Responsible For 'Go-Ahead'”. Part of the
article reads “The man responsible for giving the final go-ahead on the spacecraft for
the first Apollo/Saturn IB launch is KSC's Gordon Turner. As spacecraft test conductor
for Apollo 009, Turner heads up the test team, supervises planning and scheduling and
coordinates spacecraft launch activities with those of the Saturn launch vehicle.
Turner and an 11 - man NASA/contractor team have monitored the Apollo spacecraft
from its buildup at North American Aviation, Downey, Calif., through its prelaunch
testing at KSC. "We began testing 009 at North American last June," said Turner.
"Testing included mating of the command and service modules, fit checking of the heat
shields, vibration tests and final overall integrated acceptance tests…
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…Although 009 is following more-or-less the same checkout route as the Gemini
spacecraft, Turner pointed out some major differences. "For one thing" he said, "009 is
the first spacecraft to contain its own propulsion system — the service module engine.
"Also, it is the first spacecraft to be checked out with the new ACE system located in the
Manned Spacecraft Operations Building."…
…A native of Conneaut, Ohio, and a Navy veteran, Turner earned a B.S. degree in
electrical engineering from Ohio State University in 1952. Prior to joining the KSC team
in 1963, he worked for American Telephone and Telegraph and the Martin Company,
Orlando. At Martin, he was instrumental in the design and test of the Pershing weapon
system, serving as the company's field representative for Pershing test launches at the
Cape.”

Gordon Turner

On page 3, “Flight Crew Training Building Approved”. Part of the article reads “Another
KSC milestone was reached recently when Center officials inspected the newly constructed Flight Crew Training Building and approved it for occupancy by personnel
of the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). The new KSC building was patterned after the
astronauts' training facilities in use at Houston, Texas, and is located at E. Ave. and 2nd
St.
Training at the two centers will differ in that KSC will emphasize specific mission
objectives while Houston training is of a more general nature. Target date for the first
astronaut training sessions to be conducted at KSC is next summer, in time to prepare
astronauts for the first Apollo/Saturn IB manned flights.
The center of activity for Apollo training will be the training building's high-bay area. This
part of the facility is 30 feet high, 200 feet long and 55 feet wide. It will house two
mission simulators with space provided for one more. Of the two original simulators, one
will duplicate the Apollo spacecraft and the other the Lunar Excursion Module…
…One of the many unique features of the training is an arrangement called "Sim Net
Sim." Translated into street talk, this means that, at previously arranged intervals,
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communications will be set up whereby MCC personnel in Houston can take part in the
training exercises…”.

“ARTIST'S concept depicts Apollo simulator and consoles to be built in Flight Crew Training
Building at KSC.”

From The January 27, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 4, “Model Planes Prove Popular”. In part, the article reads “The hobby of radio
control model airplanes is one of the fastest growing pastimes in the country today. So
claims KSC employee Fred Carnes. "A number of NASA and contractor personnel here
are engaged in building and flying these models," he said…
…"The planes are capable of controlled flight that closely duplicates the flight of a full
size aircraft," Carnes proclaims. Radio transmitters are sub - miniaturized, and
transmitters are hand - held and licensed by the Federal Communications
Commission… …Local flyers meet at fields near Orlando, Valkaria and Cocoa for
Sunday afternoon sessions of boring holes in the sky…”.

” RADIO-CONTROLLED airplane enthusiasts are, left to right, Bill Ownby and Bob Kimmel of
McDonnell, and Juette Forehand and Fred Carnes of NASA.”
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From The February 3, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is, “Test Objectives Accomplished In Crawler-Transporter Move”. Part of
the article reads “Crawler/transporter number one passed critical tests Friday with flying
colors by hauling a mobile launcher approximately one mile into a high bay area of the
Vehicle Assembly Building… …A number of local and national press representatives
witnessed the test with Center Director, Dr. Kurt H. Debus… …The next major
milestone for the crawler/transporter is to transfer a mobile launcher from the VAB area
to Launch Complex 39's Pad A. This is planned for March.”

“WORKMEN inside the high bay area of the Vehicle Assembly Building watched in awe Friday
as the crawler/transporter neared the VAB carrying a mobile launcher.”
The below photo, from the web, circa 2011, is the Artemis/SLS mobile launcher, without swing
arms, during a move to LC39B and looks very similar to the 1966 photo above.
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On page 4, “Roy, Dale Impressed With KSC Facilities”. The article reads “Two of
Hollywood's best loved performers toured the Spaceport Tuesday during a whirlwind
visit to Florida. Cowboy star Roy Rogers and his famous wife, Dale Evans, traded their
10-gallon cowboy hats for hard helmets and were tremendously impressed with what
they saw. "I'm so overwhelmed I can hardly speak. It's just fabulous," Rogers said.
When he was shown the VAB the long-time Saturday matinee favorite said, "you sure
could stack a lot of hay in here couldn't you?".

“MOVIE STARS Roy Rogers and Dale Evans who became famous while wearing western
outfits examined a new type apparel — an astronaut's suit — Tuesday during their tour of the
Spaceport. Both were tremendously impressed with what they saw, particularly the VAB area of
Launch Complex 39.“

From The February 11, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 3, “Prime Movers Haul Heavy Saturn Stages”. Part of the article reads “There
are two vehicles at the Kennedy Space Center which get only one mile per gallon when
they travel—and it takes 200 gallons to fill the gas tanks! Known as M-26s, these huge
vehicles are modified tank retriever tractors. They are used at KSC to haul various
Saturn IB and V stages and other heavy loads. The two 55,000-pound units are
maintained and operated by the heavy equipment section of Bendix, under NASA
supervision. The vehicles are "loaned" to various contractors — Chrysler, Boeing and
others — when specific stages are being transferred from one point to another…
…One of the prime jobs is to transfer the Saturn V first stage from the turning basin at
Launch Complex 39 to the Vehicle Assembly Building… …Saturn IB stages which arrive
at a docking area in back of Hangar AF and via the Pregnant Guppy aircraft at the
Cape's Skid strip are carried to launch Complex 34 on the M-26’s… …The M-26 was
developed during the second World War to tow disabled tanks from the battlefield to
repair areas.”
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“A SATURN facilities checkout stage is hauled from a NASA barge by one of the two KSC prime
movers.”

From The February 18, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is “FIRST SATURN IB LAUNCH DATE NEARS”. Part of the article reads
“NASA and contractor launch crews at Complex 34 are putting the finishing touches on
Apollo Saturn IB 201 today readying the giant vehicle for flight no earlier than next
week. Saturn IB — the most powerful vehicle NASA has ever placed on the launching
pad — will have a combined thrust of 1.8 million pounds in its two stages, S-IB and SIVB, and is capable of placing more than 18 tons into Earth orbit. Size and weight of the
fully fueled IB are even more impressive. It stands 225 feet tall, and at liftoff will weigh
640 tons… …The first manned flight is scheduled next year…”.

“Saturn IB-201”
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On page 2, “Carlson's Home Away From Home A Maze Of Lights, Dials, Etc”. In part,
the article reads “Surrounding the dome-shaped room are banks of television monitors,
flashing scenes of the pad area, the launch vehicle and ground support sites…. …This
is the day-to-day world of Norm Carlson… …Carlson, as launch vehicle test conductor,
will play a key part in the flight operation. "I work closely with the three stage operations
engineers representing the major contractors on IB,"… …"My job is to coordinate all
work on the launch vehicle, and the major task is to conduct integrated tests with inputs
from Chrysler (first stage contractor) ; Douglas (second stage) ; and IBM (instrument
unit)."…
… Carlson is a graduate of Oklahoma State University where he majored in mechanical
engineering… … His rocketry apprenticeship began at the Marshall Space Flight Center
in 1960. He was first in the design group, test division, on the Saturn I, and later
transferred to systems tests where he participated in the static firings of all 10 Saturn I
vehicles… …He transferred to KSC and moved into the Technical Planning and
Scheduling Office — from which launch vehicle test conductors are drawn.” …

“Norm Carlson”

From The February 24, 1966, Spaceport News
In this issue, on the first page, the caption for the next photo is “NASA ENGINEERS at
the Kennedy Space Center work in a variety of fields using everything from blueprints to
slide rules. Representative of the more than 1,000 engineers employed at the Center by
NASA are, left to right, Frank Bradley, Enoch Moser, Henry Crunk and Steve Dodge. In
the background at the Vehicle Assembly Building is a Saturn V stage.”
Note the sliderule being held by Steve Dodge!!! The S-1C Pathfinder (facilities
checkout vehicle) is in the background, in the VAB. And from Alan Littlefield, regarding
the 4ea non F1 engine looking things on the Pathfinder, “…Those are mass/CG
simulators for the engines so the stage will handle correctly.” Thanks a bunch Alan!!!!!
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From The March 3, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “IB CONTINUES SATURN SUCCESS STRING”. A portion of the article
reads “NASA’s hesitant Saturn, plagued by the weather and a last second technical
problem that threatened to scrub the mission roared to life Saturday morning and
successfully hurled a flight model of the Apollo spacecraft on a fiery 5,500-mile trip
down the Eastern Test Range. Approximately 39 minutes after liftoff from Complex 34 at
Cape Kennedy, the Apollo moonship—rammed back into the atmosphere at more than
18,000 mph by its service module engine—splashed into the Atlantic off Ascension
Island and was recovered…
… Saturday brought clear skies and a frustrating series of minor technical problems
that, other than planned built-in holds, twice halted the count. The problems were
corrected by mid-morning and the count was resumed. Four seconds before liftoff, the
vehicle's automatic sequencer sensed trouble and automatically terminated the count
one second before ignition. The problem was traced to an unacceptable nitrogen control
pressure drop in the first stage.
Minutes later a scrub was called because of an apparent pressure problem and time
running out in the launch window. However, further testing and data showed that the
pressure system was acceptable for launch and the count was resumed again a few
minutes later. Finally, at 11:13 a.m., the IB's 1.6-million-pound-thrust engines ignited,
pushing the 37,500-pound Apollo spacecraft — the heaviest payload ever launched into
space — on its blazing suborbital flight.”
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“Apollo-Saturn Underway”

On page 3.

“THE FIRST of 10 tool cribs to be installed and operated at Launch Complex 39 has opened
ahead of schedule. The cribs will serve as central tool checkout and loan facilities to serve all
contractors working at 39, according to D. E. Mahoney, chief of the NASA KSC Supply Branch.
More than 500 different tools and more than 1,000 line items of common supplies will be
available at the cribs, and quantities will increase as additional stocks are available. Above S. E.
Sinfield, right, tool room coordinator for Boeing, checks out tools from Jack Huskey, TWA stores
clerk.”
There are still tool cribs at KSC, now known as Material Service Centers. I took the following
photo a few years ago, of a tool crib sign from the Apollo day, that was on the 28th floor of E
Tower in the VAB. I took the photo, from D Tower, as I could not get that close to it, as it was
meant to be seen, looking from High Bay 1, into E Tower. The sign nomenclature, is similar to
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the above photo, stating “NASA SUPPLY BRANCH, TOOL CRIB NO 84, OPERATED BY
TWA.”

On page 4, this is an interesting story!

Saturday's on - again offagain IB launch produced some frustrating moments for
Complex 34's blockhouse crew. "It was quite a morning," sighed Norm Carlson, KSC's
launch vehicle test conductor for the mission… …"We were all set to start draining the
lox and hydrogen propellants from the rocket when we got word the mission was on
again. "It was like a new lease on life when that 'bird' finally came to life.
But it wasn't the end of our problems," he added. Carlson was referring to the period
three seconds after launch when electrical power to the blockhouse failed. "Our
emergency power system provided lighting and kept our vital plotting equipment
operating," he said. "But for more than an hour and a half we were without air
conditioning.
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Adding pressure to an already pressurized situation, Carlson and his colleagues had to
maintain order under the watchful eyes of KSC Launch Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus,
Deputy KSC Launch Director G. Merritt Preston, and a distinguished VIP gallery.
Included in the gallery were Dr. George E. Mueller, NASA Associate Administrator for
Manned Space Flight; Maj. Gen. Samuel C. Phillips, NASA's Apollo Program Director
for Manned Space Flight; Dr. Wernher von Braun, Director of the Marshall Space Flight
Center; and Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center.”

From The March 10, 1966, Spaceport News
In this issue, the lead article is “Gemini 8 Set For Docking Attempt”. In part, the article
reads “The Gemini 8 spacecraft and launch vehicle and the Gemini Atlas/Agena target
vehicle entered the final round of prelaunch preparations and checkout tests for next
week's rendezvous and docking attempt by astronauts Neil Armstrong and David Scott.
Launch for both vehicles is scheduled for no earlier than March 1. Yesterday, a
simultaneous launch demonstration countdown test was performed involving the Gemini
vehicle and the Atlas/Agena target vehicle at nearby Complex 14…
…Primary objectives of the three-day flight are rendezvous and docking in orbit with the
Agena target vehicle and evaluation of the docked vehicle maneuvering capability of the
Agena propulsion system. In addition, Mission 8 provides for extravehicular activity by
astronaut Scott. He will remain outside the spacecraft for one and a half orbits and will
experience two periods of daylight and one period of darkness…
…Gemini flights 9 through 12 are also planned as rendezvous and docking missions
using Agena target vehicles. Nominal duration of each mission will be two days. The
Agena's main engine may be fired while the spacecraft and target vehicle are docked on
some of the missions…”.
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From The March 17, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is “Agena, Gemini 8 Successfully Orbited”. Part of the article reads
“Gemini 8 astronauts Neil Armstrong and David Scott were at presstime planning a
number of historic maneuvers in space before their scheduled reentry and recovery in
the Atlantic Saturday. Launch of the space vehicle from Complex 19 occurred 11:40
a.m. yesterday, some 100 minutes after an Agena Target Vehicle was launched by an
Atlas at nearby pad 14.
The Gemini 8 spacecraft was to achieve rendezvous with the Agena and then the first
docking in space of two vehicles—a major step toward the successful landing of men on
the lunar surface this decade—late yesterday. Early this morning Scott suspended by a
tether line, was to take a two-hour and 40 minute stroll in space, during which time he
will “walk” around the Earth one and a half times…”.
On page 3, “Chef Hartzell Caters to Spacemen’s Palates”. In part, the article reads “It's
a rare chef who never gets a complaint on his cooking, but Lewis Hartzell qualifies for
such an esteemed ranking. He prepares the meals at the Kennedy Space Center for the
prime and back up astronaut crews and their guests during each manned Gemini
mission….
… "As a rule the astronauts prefer just plain good home-cooked meals, nothing
particularly fancy," Lewis says. "Most of them favor steaks, roasts and lamb chops, but
they eat just about anything I put in front of them. They're not choosy." Lewis generally
makes up the menu, and often asks the astronauts if there is any special dish they
would like. They usually tell him to go ahead with what he had planned…
…A native of Daytona Beach, he began his culinary career with the Marines shortly
after his enlistment in 1937. Following World War II he opened his own bake shop, and
then served as cook on various yachts and tugs on voyages all over the world…”.

Chef Lewis Hartzell
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From the March 24, 1966, Spaceport News
On the first page.

“DEPUTY KSC Director Albert F. Siepert, right, and Major General Vincent G. Huston,
Commander of the Air Force Eastern Test Range, welcomed home Gemini 8 astronauts David
Scott, left, and Neil Armstrong Saturday. The spacemen were debriefed at the Manned
Spaceport Operations Building and departed for Houston Monday.”

Gemini 8 became lift threatening. The following is a partial description from Wikipedia:
“…The mission conducted the first docking of two spacecraft in orbit, but suffered the
first critical in-space system failure of a U.S. spacecraft which threatened the lives of the
astronauts and required an immediate abort of the mission… …Scott switched the
Agena control back to ground command, while Armstrong struggled to stabilize the
combined vehicle enough to permit undocking. Scott then hit the undock button, and
Armstrong fired a long burst of translation thrusters to back away from the Agena.
Without the added mass of the Agena, Gemini started rotating more rapidly… …The
astronauts realized that the problem was on the Gemini. By now the tumble rate had
reached 296 degrees per second and Armstrong decided to shut down the OAMS and
use the Reentry Control System (RCS) thrusters… …Scott later praised Armstrong's
actions as their spacecraft spun: "The guy was brilliant. He knew the system so well. He
found the solution, he activated the solution, under extreme circumstances ... it was my
lucky day to be flying with him."
Also on the first page, “Launch Crew Directors Named For IB Flights”. Part of the article
reads “Key launch crew personnel for the next two Saturn IB flights from the Kennedy
Space Center have been named. Launch Director for both flights will be Dr. Kurt H.
Debus, Center Director. Paul Donnelly of KSC will serve as test supervisor for both the
202 and 203 IB missions. Norm Carlson will be launch vehicle, test conductor, the same
title he had on the successful 201 flight last month. Launch vehicle test conductor for
the 202 flight, to go off Complex 34, is Gene Sestile, and George Page is test conductor
for the Apollo spacecraft…”.
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From The March 31, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 4, “KSC Engineering Milestones Daily Occurence At LC 39”. In part, the article
reads “The first operational elements of Launch Complex 39, designed and constructed
under the supervision of KSC Engineering and Development, are nearing operational
readiness for erection of the first Apollo/Saturn V flight vehicle. Technicians in the
Vehicle Assembly Building topped off Saturn V 500-F facilities check out model of the
lunar launch vehicle yesterday by installing IBM's Instrumentation Unit.
LC-39 elements to be certified include firing room one in the Launch Control Center,
high bay area one in the VAB, corresponding low bay areas, and mobile launcher one.
John Galbraith, EDV's Chief of the VAB Assembly and Test Facilities Section, says, "as
far as the facilities at the VAB are concerned, we foresee nothing that will prevent the
transporter from taking the launch tower and the completely assembled facilities
checkout model of the Apollo Saturn V space vehicle to Pad A for tests to verify the
pad's operational readiness."…
…One objective that will be accomplished prior to transporting the space vehicle to the
launch pad is the installation of all nine swing arms for mobile launch tower one…”.

“BOOSTER stage of the Saturn V facilities checkout vehicle is gently lowered onto a mobile
launcher by a 250-ton crane in the Vehicle Assembly Building. Engineering milestones are
almost a daily occurrence at Launch Complex 39.”

From The April 7, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 4, “Orange Period Indians Thrived On Island”. In part, this article reads “The
so-called "Orange Period" began in Florida somewhere around the year 1,000 BC.
Archeologists recognize new traits from that era. Indians in the Orange Period began
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making a crude type pottery by mixing clay with Spanish moss. Spaceport sites dating
back to this era are not numerous. There is one in the Launch Complex 39 Pad A area
and others along the shores of the Banana River by the Air Force Titan III facilities.
These are called middens and are distinguished by mounds of clam and other shells.
Fragments of the earliest pottery are found in these middens, pinpointing the period. As
in the earlier, pre-ceramic time, Indians during these years lived in small, nomadic
bands and today would make A1 real estate agents, for they chose prime locations,
often on the waterfront, to make their homes. Hunting and fishing were the principal
occupations…
…The Orange Period lasted about 1,000 years, or until the time of Christ's birth. The
next era was known as the first St. John's Period, locally known also as the Malabar
Period. With its beginning there was a significant shift of Indian population, particularly
from the St. John's River region to the coast. There were also indications of larger
groups of people. They were becoming more civilized and the society was losing some
of its simplicity. One major example was the use of burial mounds requiring community
effort. Prior to this time deceased Indians were often left in the midden refuge mounds.
The largest burial mounds of this period on KSC property are at the northernmost
boundaries of the Spaceport, near Oak Hill.
One of the most noteworthy is the Ross Hammock Site… …The mound is full of
skeletons at varying IeveIs of depth and was dug into in 1963 by Florida State Museum
workers. Evidence showed there were at least 40 separate burials in a small portion of
the mound.

“EXAMPLES of Orange Period pottery are shown above. Indians mixed clay with Spanish moss
to fashion crude implements.”

From The April 14, 1966, Spaceport News
On the first page, “KSC CHOIR SEEKING SINGERS”. This is interesting! The article
reads “One of the most ambitious projects yet undertaken by the NASA Employees and
Welfare Association is organizing a KSC choir. As a subcommittee of the Arts, Crafts
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and Clubs Committee, the choir will be spearheaded by George Robb, master industrial
engineer in the Production Engineering Section of TWA.
Singing talent and at least two or three capable pianists are being sought. The choir is
open to all KSC and contractor personnel including families. An initial meeting will be
held soon. An ensemble of 90 to 100 persons is the ultimate goal. Robb has written
many musical compositions ranging from spirituals, ballads, pop tunes and waltzes to
novelties, westerns, blues, and hillbilly numbers. He has also written vocal
arrangements and done some limited orchestration work. He was president of his
college glee club and is currently a member of the Brevard College Choir.”

On page 2.

On page 3, “Spanish Found Hostility Here In 16th Century”. Part of the article reads
“The second St. Johns period began around 800 to 1,000 A.D. It was distinguished
archeologically by new pottery techniques. Indians in the Spaceport area used a carved
wooden paddle and slapped the wet surface of clay pottery to achieve a "check stamp"
design. Population continued to expand in the Merritt Island region, and the Indians
here still lived off the land, hunting and fishing.
To the north Timucua Indians in the Daytona area, and other tribes all along the eastern
United States, were practicing agriculture. But the land from the Cape south was so rich
and productive with natural wildlife no farming was done locally. From the Spaceport
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south, in fact, was one of the few areas in the world where people maintained a fairly
civilized standard of living—large villages, political organizations, complex
ceremonials— without becoming involved in agriculture. The first recorded arrival of
white men in the area was in 1513 when Ponce de Leon cruised by the mouth of the St.
Johns and then came back to the Cape and anchored off shore.
The natives of the Spaceport during this era were known as the Ais Indian. In fact, the
Indian River was called "Rio de Ais," until the American settlement… …Throughout this
period the local Ais Indians seemed to be particularly hostile to the Spanish… …When a
vessel wrecked off the Cape, for instance, the Indians killed the captain and six
members of the crew, captured the rest and held them for a ransom of cloth, linen and
hatchets. A number of shipwrecked sailors experienced similar fates during these
years…”.

“ALLEN FISCHER of Federal Electric examines flint spear point he found in area near Launch
Complex 39's Pad A.”

Also on page 3, “Countdown Clocks Keep Launch Time”. A portion of the article reads
“One of the most frequently heard questions at KSC prior to a launch is: "What's the
count?"… …To answer this and other pertinent questions about time as it relates to
launch operations, KSC maintains a Timing and Countdown Systems Branch, directed
by Darol Varnado… …Housed within the Information Systems Facility at KSC, the 35
NASA and contractor personnel of the branch keep tabs on the countdown of a launch
vehicle and its spacecraft, as well as accumulated holding time and predicted launch
time…
…The KSC Timing and Countdown Systems Branch bases its official "time hacks" on
information monitored from the Air Force Eastern Test Range, the Naval Observatory
and the Bureau of Standards… …Currently, there are about 80 countdown clocks
spread throughout KSC and NASA sponsored projects at Cape Kennedy. Within the
next two years, 400 additional countdown clocks will be installed in areas ranging from
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blockhouses to building lobbies and auditoriums. The timing branch also maintains a
lunar countdown clock, geared to tick off the days, hours, minutes and seconds until the
United States sends its first manned Apollo spacecraft on a roundtrip voyage to the
moon.”

“RUSS Murphy of Federal Electric adjusts dials on control panel of countdown clocks in the
Information Systems Building.”
The Information Systems Building became the Central Instrumentation Facility.

From The May 26, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Key Milestone Passed With 500-F Roll Out”. A part of the article reads “It
was a sight unseen before by mankind. In full view of hundreds of distinguished guests,
including local, regional and national news media representatives, a fully assembled
Saturn V facility vehicle (500-F), and a mobile launcher, mounted atop the crawlertransporter, rolled out of the Vehicle Assembly Building at 10 a.m. sharp yesterday,
bound for Launch Complex 39's Pad A…
…Deputy KSC Director Albert F. Siepert served as master of ceremonies preceding the
rollout of the crawler, mobile launcher and 500-F. Guest speakers included Dr. George
E. Mueller, Associate NASA Administrator for Manned Space Flight; Dr. Kurt H. Debus,
KSC Director ; Dr. Wernher von Braun, Marshall Space Flight Center Director ; Dr.
Robert R. Gilruth, Manned Spacecraft Center Director; and Rocco Petrone, KSC
Director, Plans, Programs and Resources…”.
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From The June 2, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 3, “It Was A Beautiful Sight To All”. In part, the article reads “"Everything
worked beautifully!" That comment, describing the roll out of the Saturn V 500-F, and
mobile launcher atop the crawler-transporter last week, was made by Morgan Jones,
Chief of the Transporter Section… …"The proof of the mobile launch concept was well
demonstrated. The move was highly successfull," D. D. Buchanan, Chief of the
Launcher-Transporter Branch, added… …The trip took about nine hours from the 10
a.m. roll out until everything was in position at the pad. The crawler and its load was
bolted down two hours later, at 9 p.m., well within the schedule…”.

“Saturn V 500-F Roll Out”

On page 1, “Gemini 9A Tomorrow”. In part, the article reads “Launch crews today were
readying the Gemini 9A space vehicle for a rescheduled flight time tomorrow morning,
following last-minute difficulties during the countdown Wednesday. Meanwhile, in one of
the busiest weeks in the history of the U. S. space program, Surveyor was due to soft
land on the lunar surface about 12:40 a.m. today, and the Augmented Target Docking
Adapter (ATDA), launched Wednesday, was circling in Earth orbit. Astronauts Tom
Stafford and Gene Cernan are to rendezvous and dock with the ATDA, and Cernan is to
take a record-length two hour and 25 minute walk in space. They are scheduled to
return to Earth Monday morning, and will be brought back to the Kennedy Space Center
Tuesday for debriefings and physical examinations…”.
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“GEMINI 9A astronauts Tom Stafford, left, and Gene Cernan listened intently, above, at a
prelaunch briefing earlier this week before their scheduled flight tomorrow morning.”
“IF ALL went well the Surveyor spacecraft, launched from KSC facilities Memorial Day, was to
soft land on the lunar surface early this morning, as depicted in the above illustration. It is to
then transmit back to Earth basic scientific and engineering data relative to the moon's
environment and characteristics.”

In fact, Surveyor 1 landed on the Moon on June 2, 1966. The following is from
Wikipedia: “…The successful soft landing of Surveyor 1 on the Ocean of Storms was
the first by an American space probe on any extraterrestrial body… …Surveyor 1
transmitted 11,237 still photos of the lunar surface to the Earth by using a television
camera and a sophisticated radio-telemetry system…”.
On page 4, “Chorus Plans Fall Program”. Part of the article reads “The KSC chorus has
been granted use of the Auditorium and Training Facility, adjacent to Headquarters
Building, for rehearsals, but will remain at its temporary location until a piano is bought.
The 70-member NASA-contractor group is currently rehearsing Monday afternoons from
4:45 to 6 o'clock in the Community Room of the First Federal Savings and Loan
Association Building near the Merritt Island Shopping Center. "The chorus hopefully will
present its first recital in November, according to its chairman George Robb… …The
choir project is under the jurisdiction of the Kennedy Athletic Recreation and Social
(KARS), formerly known as the NASA Activities and Welfare Association.”

From The June 9, 1966, Spaceport News
From page 1, “Gemini Down…”. A portion of the article reads “Astronauts Tom Stafford
and Gene Cernan, fresh from post-flight physicals and debriefings at the Kennedy
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Space Center following their three-day Gemini 9A mission, were scheduled to return to
the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston tomorrow. After their reentry and splashdown
Monday, the space twins flew to their KSC quarters Monday evening and have huddled
with doctors and debriefers for the past three days. Although all mission objectives
weren't met during their flight, in Stafford's words, "we learned a lot." Highlight of the
three day orbital trip was Cernan's two hour and five minute walk in space — the
longest ever made by man…”.
The spacewalk became quite an ordeal for Gene Cernan. Wikipedia has a good read
about the mission and the spacewalk.

On page 3, “Center's Exhibit Area Moving To Gate Three”. In part, the article reads “An
exhibit describing the national space program and the launch operations here will be
available to the public beginning July 15, at the KSC entrance near U. S. Highway 1. On
that day, NASA will provide escorted bus tours at modest fees to persons desiring to
visit the Spaceport. Tours will be conducted daily including weekends… … There will be
no charge to view the exhibit which will consist of illustrated panels, models and actual
spacecraft. Since November, 1965, the same exhibit has been available to visitors
driving through the Center weekends and on national holidays. It will be relocated to the
entrance in early July, thus making it available every day in the week... …The visitor
facility is an interim operation pending construction of a permanent Visitor Information
Center on Merritt Island.”
A photo of the above mentioned Exhibit Area, at Gate 3, (the first KSC Visitor Complex)
is below, from visitspace.us, which has some really neat photos, information and history
about the KSC Visitor Complex, sponsored by Stephen Smith! Thanks Stephen! In the
below photo, NASA Causeway is on the upper left and U.S. Highway 1, is out of view,
beyond the bottom of the photo. As mentioned in a previous Summary, the row of palm
trees is still there!
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From The June 16, 1966, Spaceport News
In this issue, the headline is “Transporter Passes 'Wet Dry Run' Tests”. Part of the
article reads “It was a few minutes before 1 p.m., Wednesday, June 8th. Many Kennedy
Space Center employees were just finishing their lunches. Outside, the wind was brisk
and the rain fell intermittently, as the unseasonable Hurricane Alma began climbing the
southwest Florida coast.
KSC Director, Dr. Kurt H. Debus, had made a decision. He was reasonably sure, after
getting detailed weather briefings, that Alma would continue its northward trek, posing
no serious danger to the Spaceport, but, he thought, what better time would there be for
a simulated emergency operation. Debus passed the word exactly at 1 p.m. He wanted
the Saturn 500F facility model, which was bolted down atop its mobile launcher at LC
39's Pad A — moved back into the Vehicle Assembly Building, more than three miles
away…
…Disconnecting and securing took two hours to complete, and by 3:52 p.m., all stages
were ready for the run. Winds now were gusting at 57 mph, with a steady blow of 32
mph. The transporter's first motion occurred at 5:33 p.m. Traveling at the snail pace of a
quarter mile an hour, it reached the bottom of the Pad's slope by 6:32… …The wind and
rain continued, reaching a peak gust of 68 mph at 9:47 p.m… … at 12:37, the 500F was
safely secured in the VAB. The move was completed. The operation, even under
adverse conditions, had taken 11 and a half hours — well within the 12 hour deadline.
Analysis showed the driving wind and rain did not constrain the movement. Strain
gauges registered no appreciable wind deflection on the Saturn vehicle…”.

“SPANGLED floodlights dance off mobile launcher at Complex 39's Pad A. The movement of
the Saturn 500F model from the Pad to the VAB and back last week was hailed highly
successful despite adverse weather conditions caused by Hurricane Alma.”
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On page 3, “More Voices Needed For Center Chorus”. In part, the article reads “We
need more voices! We had 32 people out for rehearsal last Monday, but we're aiming
for 100," said KSC chorus director George Robb. The rehearsal was held in the Training
Auditorium and Robb said the acoustics were excellent. The newly acquired piano was
also used for the first time. "We're gearing up for a fall program that will include concerts
with an orchestral background," Robb said. "But we need more people for the
chorus…”.

From The June 23, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Spaceport Bus Tours To Commence July 15”. A portion of the article
reads “Guided bus tours of Kennedy Space Center and the Cape Kennedy Air Force
Station will be inaugurated July 15… …Two types of tour will be available to the public
on a seven day a week basis. A two hour tour covers the KSC facilities, including both
the industrial area and Launch Complex 39. A longer, four hour tour will extend through
the Cape Kennedy area. Both tours will feature stops at the KSC exhibit building and
the Vehicle Assembly Building. The exhibit, presently housed in the Cable Storage
Building, will be moved to a new site just outside gate three…
…At Launch Complex 39, visitors will be escorted into the VAB to view the facilities for
assembly and checkout of the Apollo/Saturn V. This will be the first time that the general
public has been allowed access to the VAB. Guided tours will start at gate three, near
the intersection of NASA Causeway West and U. S. Highway 1…”.
The Cable Storage Building, mentioned above, is now the Communications
Maintenance and Storage Building, M6-0791, at the intersection of B Avenue and 4th
Street in the Industrial Area. The below current photo is from Google Maps 3D.

Visitspace.us includes a couple of photos inside the Cable Storage Building, in the day.
Some years back I ventured in the subject building, to see if there was any indication it
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was associated with an early KSC Visitor Complex tour stop, with models and such.
Unfortunately, there was no indication it was ever an exhibit building/KSC Visitor
Complex tour stop.

On page 2, “KARS Plans Underway For Recreational Area”. Part of the article states
“Plans are underway to develop a 230-acre plot of land into a recreational area, the
Kennedy Athletic Recreation and Social Exchange has announced… …This will include
partial grading of the area to provide large-scale picnic and barbecue facilities, together
with volleyball and softball fields… …KARS officials hope facilities will be ready in time
for a Center-wide picnic later this summer…”.
This was the beginning of KARS I, south of the Space Center, off Hall Road.

From the June 30, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 5.
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On page 1, “Saturn 203, Sans Apollo, Nears Launch“. A portion of the article reads
“Kennedy Space Center pad crews were busy today putting the final touches on the
second uprated Saturn I vehicle for its launch, set for no earlier than next Tuesday…
…This will be the first uprated Saturn I flight from Launch Complex 37, which was
extensively modified following the last of the Saturn I launches there in 1965. Primary
purpose of the unmanned mission is observing operation of the two stage launch
vehicle's S-IVB second stage prior to its use as a stage of Saturn V rockets... This
uprated Saturn I will not carry an Apollo spacecraft. Instead, the vehicle's second stage,
an instrument unit and a nose cone will orbit as one body, 92 feet long. It will weigh
58,500 pounds —the heaviest U. S. satellite ever placed in orbit…”.

“PRE-LAUNCH activity at Launch Complex 37 is reaching countdown tempo this week
as crews run through final rehearsals for the second uprated Saturn I flight, set for no
earlier than next Tuesday.”

From The June 10, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is “FOR SATURN: 12 IN A ROW!”. A portion of the article reads “With a
thundering roar that rattled windows miles away in the KSC Headquarters Building,
uprated Saturn 1 vehicle 203 launched the U.S. another giant step closerto a manned
landing on the moon with a near perfect flight Tuesday morning. The powerful rocket
boosted the world's heaviest satellite —the S-IVB second stage, instrument unit and
nosecone, totaling 58,500 pounds — into Earth orbit…
… Scientists are now studying data on the 10 tons of liquid hydrogen left in the S-IVB
second stage. One of two TV cameras to transmit photos from inside the S-IVB failed to
operate, but the other worked fine…”.
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“Liftoff of 203”

On page 6, “Stage's Tank On TV Shows Little Sloshing”. Part of the article reads “At
about 131 minutes into the flight, the first signals flashed on the jumbo-sized screen. A
couple of minutes later, the signal "locked on" and came in sharp. The scene was the
Data Presentation and Evaluation room in the Information Systems Building, Tuesday
morning following the successful launch of uprated Saturn I vehicle 203. The TV screen
was flashing a picture of the inside of the S-IVB second stage's tank. Everyone wanted
to see if the liquid hydrogen was settled in the tank or was sloshing about as the stage
came across the United States on its first orbital circuit…
… It appeared that the liquid hydrogen, about 10 tons, was settled in the bottom of the
S-IVB's tanks. Final word on this will come after careful evaluation of all data
received…”.

“THIS was the scene Tuesday morning an hour and a half after 203's liftoff in the Data
Presentation and Evaluation room of the Information Systems Building. Engineers and
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technicians were eyeing the huge TV screens which were displaying views of the S-IVB second
stage inside the tank. The dark semi-circle to the left of the screen is the liquid hydrogen at the
bottom of the tank.”

On page 3, times change.

“PUNCHING time cards "ain't" what it used to be, at least not in the Information Systems
Building these days. Employees used to have to align the card with a red indicator arrow on the
face of the clock, which resulted in a number of mispunched cards. With this new positioning
device, made from aluminum using a pressure bail for relocation to guide the card, such
problems are over.”

On page 8.

“With this issue, Spaceport News inaugurates a new concept. For the past three and a
half years, it has been a weekly paper. Now it will be published every other week. The
pages will double, however, so the same amount of space will be available. Instead of a
number of straight news stories, the emphasis will be shifted to more feature-type
presentations…”.
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From The July 21, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Young, Collins Due Here Tomorrow”. Part of the article reads “Recordsetting astronauts John Young and Michael Collins were due to descend from their
high-flying orbit today, splash clown in the Atlantic this afternoon and be brought back to
the Kennedy Space Center for debriefings tomorrow. If the windup of their three day
journey follows the pattern set by the launch and and early phase of space flight, it will
be one of the most successful Gemini missions yet. Included in the spectaculars already
accomplished at press time were: the first dual launch at Cape Kennedy of the AtlasAgena target vehicle and a Gemini space vehicle; rendezvous and clocking of the
Agena 10 and Gemini spacecraft ancl extra-vehicular activities by Collins…”.

“ASTRONAUTS John Young and Michael Collins rocketed into the highest orbit yet Monday
following a near perfect dual launch at the Cape of the Gemini 10 and Atlas-Agena launch
vehicles. The pilots are due to splash down this afternoon and will be brought back to the
Kennedy Space Center later for debriefings.”
Also on page 1, “NEW LAUNCH DIRECTOR, APOLLO MANAGER NAMED”. In part, the article
reads “Reassignment of two KSC officials to top management positions was announced Sunday
by Dr. Kurt H. Dubus, Director. Rocco A. Petrone, Manager, Apollo Program, becomes KSC's
Director of Launch Operations, a position which Dr. Debus has personally filled on interim basis
since it was first officially established in late 1964. The launch Operations Director has overall
responsibility for KSC- conducted NASA launches…
… To fill the Apollo Manager position vacated by Petrone, Dr. Debus has selected John G.
Shinkle who has been serving as the Deputy Apollo Manager at KSC. The Apollo Manager is
responsible for overall planning and integration of KSC's efforts and resources in the Apollo
manned lunar landing program, including site activation ancl operational readiness.
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Petrone retired from the U. S. Army June 30, 1966, after 20 years service, the last eight of
which were spent on assignment with the NASA launch organization. He retired with the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel.”

“Rocco Petrone”

“John Shinkle”

On page 4, “KSC Switchboards Handle Heavy Traffic”. Times change! Part of the article reads
“…day in, day out, it is doubtful if there is any element of KSC that works faster or at a more
sustained rate than RCA's telephone switchboard operators in the Spaceport's
Communications Building. Last month, for instance, they handled a record 245,000 longdistance calls!... … "We have all 14 positions staffed during normal work hours," chief
switchboard operator Midge Davis explains. "We're usually busiest from 9:30 to 11 in the
morning and then again around 3:30 in the afternoon. On some days one operator may handle
as many as 240 calls an hour," she adds…”.

“DURING peak hours, 14 switchboard positions are covered. The operators may handle 13,000
calls a day to all parts of the country.”
“CHIEF Switch board operator Midge Davis oversees daily operations.”
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On page 6, “KSC Auditorium Filled With Lilting Melodies”. A portion of the article reads “Lilting
melodies ring throughout the KSC Training Auditorium every Monday evening as the Center's
choir rehearses. Sopranos, tenors, contraltos, baritones and basses meld voices under the
guidance of a director, while running through a variety of numbers….”.

“HARMONY: left to right, Kathryn Burton, Susan Edwards, Sally Mallory.” “Director Roger
Weining uses body English.”

On page 8, “Spaceport Bus Tours To Begin Tomorrow”. A portion of the article reads “A
crowd is expected at KSC gate three tomorrow morning to tour the Spaceport on the
first escorted bus tours sponsored by NASA. Two different tours are available to the
public. One is a 30 mile, hour and a half drive through the Spaceport. Fees for this, to
help defray bus expenses, are $1.75 for adults, $1.25 for teenagers 13 to 18, and 50
cents for children 3 to 12 accompanied by an adult. A 60-mile, three hour tour of the
Spaceport and Cape Kennedy is also available. Tickets for this are $2.50, $1.25 and 50
cents. Tomorrow the tours will be inaugurated on a seven-dayper-week schedule…”.

“Mary Klatt of TWA has the welcome sign out for visitors who will board the first KSC-sponsored
bus tours of the Spaceport, which begin tomorrow morning at 8:30. The tours will be run daily.”
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From The August 4, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is "Public Bus Tours Off To Resounding Start”. Part of the article reads
“Visitors flocked to the Kennedy Space Center during the first week of guided bus tours
at a rate that would result in nearly a million visitors to the Spaceport by this time next
year. Men, women and children from nearly all the 50 states, several Canadian
provinces and at least a dozen countries around the world boarded air- conditioned
buses at Gate 3 to see closeup the world-famous launch facilities of the Spaceport and
Cape Kennedy….”.

“BYRON G. JACKSON, TWA tour manager, left, welcomes first ticket buyers on July 22. Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Wilkerson of Fayatteville, N.C. arrived at the tour office at 6:30 a.m.”

On page 2, “Service Structure Moved To Pad For Testing”. Parts of the article state
“…the transporter successfully carried the Mobile Service Structure for the first time
from its parking area to Pad A at Launch Complex 39, a distance of approximately oneand-one-half miles. The 402-foot-high, 9.5-million-pound structure joined the Saturn Y
facility vehicle (500-F)… … Formerly known as the Arming Tower, the Mobile Service
Structure provides 360 degree access to the space vehicle at the pad during final
launch preparations. It will be removed to its parking area prior to launch.”

“MOBILE Service Structure undergoes interface tests at Complex 39's Pad A.”
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On page 3, “Saturn Launches Old Hat For KSC s Cene Sestile”. In part, the article
reads “The flight checkout list was held tightly between the fingers of the young
engineer as he sat before a console inside the blockhouse at Complex 37… … Eugene
"Gene" Sestile rolled his swivel chair back from the monitoring console and… …
witnessing the final step in a seemingly endless process that had begun weeks before
when the two Saturn stages were erected at the pad… … In his current position as
launch vehicle test conductor for the upcoming SA-202 flight, Gene is responsible for
the coordinating daily pad planning and scheduling activities with the stage
contractors…
… Gene related that it is standard procedure for him to phone his wife to tell her to
either hold or forget about serving him supper since it is not uncommon for his days to
run 15 or more hours during the final week before launch… … Though only 30 years
old, Gene's background in the "space business" has been varied. Before joining NASA
here at the Space Center a year-and-a-half ago, he served five years as a test
conductor on the Titan II ICBM program at the Martin Company's Denver, Colorado
plant…”.

“GENE SESTILE mans console in LC37 Blockhouse”

On the same page, “SESTILES' COUNT DOWN WITH DAD”. Part of the article states
“Millions of Americans will follow the launch of the Apollo/Saturn 202 space vehicle next
month. Few will be more anxious for its success than Mrs. Gene Sestile, wife of NASA's
vehicle test conductor for the 202. For several months, Pat Sestile has uncomplaingly
adjusted her housekeeping routine to meet her husband's demanding work schedule.
She has had to rearrange meals because of last minute overtime, cancel social plans
because of heavy prelaunch activity and, in general, live on a minute-to-minute basis.
As Pat explained, "I'm never sure what time Gene will be getting home on any given
day. Whenever possible, the children and I wait for him before we eat, and if I'm pretty
sure he'll be home by 6:30, I plan on that.
"However, it's not unusual for him to call at the last minute and tell us to go on without
him. We both realize how important it is for him to be with the children as much as
possible, and it's a disappointment when he can't be home as planned. "This is
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especially true when he works all week long. The children miss him and sure look
forward to seeing him in the evening." Do his working hours interfere with other
housekeeping activities? Pat grinned, "Yes —His chores! They have to take second place
to everything else. I wonder when the lawn will be mowed, and some of the furniture
could use repairing."…
… Considering all of the apparent inconveniences inherent in Gene's job, would Pat
want to change things if she could ? "Not a bit", she exclaimed. "My prime concern is for
Gene. He is so happy with his job that I wouldn't think of anything else for him. As long
as he is contented, so am I."

“MRS . SESTILE and children relax in family pool.”

From The August 18, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 5, “Construction of LC 39's Pad B Nearly Complete”. A portion of the article
reads “Facilities construction of Launch Complex 39's Pad B, including water deluge
system, flame trench and attendant buildings, is 90 per cent complete, according to
Steve Harris, KSC's site activation representative for Design Engineering.
Installation of equipment is now in progress, he revealed. The LOX and hydrogen
spheres are completed and the RP-1 system and tanks are being installed and cleaned.
Last week, crews began construction of cross country propellant lines… … Pad B is
being constructed for KSC under the direction of the Army Corps of Engineers.
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“WORKMEN lay in wall of fire brick at LC 39's Pad B.”

On page 6, “Rambling Wreck Grads Organize At Center”. A portion of the article reads
“…Recently, a local Georgia Tech Alumni Club was organized in the Cape Kennedy
area. "So far the response has been tremendous," said Ike Rigell, of Launch Vehicle
Operations. "We will have head football Coach Bobby Dodd and some of his staff here
tomorrow to kick-off the club organization." Coach Dodd will be the main speaker
following a dinner and social hour at the Cape Colony in Cocoa Beach. Astronaut John
Young has also been invited…”.

On page 8, “KSC Chorus Plans First Public Recital In October”. In part, the article
reads “Fifty NASA and contractor employees of KSC will lift their voices in song when
the Kennedy Space Center chorus gives its first public recital in October. Under the
direction of Arthur C. Bennington of the music department at Satellite Beach High
School, the chorus will present a varied program of musical numbers selected
specifically for wide audience appeal… …The chorus pianist is Miss Elsa Borgman,
secretary to Karl Sendler. Miss Borgman has appeared in concerts and recitals in
Chicago, the midwest and in Europe… … Additional plans for the future include
combining an orchestra with the chorus….”.

“FILLING the stage of the KSC Training Auditorium, chorus members rehearse for coming
programs”
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“FORMER concert pianist Elsa Borgman will be accompanist for the KSC chorus.”

From The September 1, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Saturn Scores Lucky Thirteenth”. A portion of the article reads “Trailing a
brilliant orange spear of flame, uprated Saturn I vehicle 202, in a near flawless flight,
shoved a fully instrumented Apollo spacecraft three-quarters of the way around the
world last Thursday in a difficult reentry test that advanced the United States another
giant step toward a manned lunar landing before 1970. Launch and mission directors
hailed the flight as a major milestone which may lead, in the coming weeks, to a
decision to put astronauts in an Apollo atop the next uprated Saturn I — AS-204.“

“AS-202”
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On page 2, “Launch Crews, Astronauts Prepare For Gemini 11”. In part, the article
reads “Gemini 11 astronauts Charles Conrad and Richard Gordon are running through
a final series of training exercises at the Kennedy Space Center, leading to their flight
scheduled for September 9. While they rehearse the complicated maneuvers of their
planned 70-hour mission, launch crews at Complexes 14 and 19 are readying the AtlasAgena and Gemini space vehicles…
… In addition to the direct ascent rendezvous, the three day mission plan calls for use of
a fully automatic controlled reentry by the Gemini onboard computer. Gordon is
scheduled for two activities outside the spacecraft — the first on a 30-foot umbilical,
lasting more than an hour; the second is a two and a half hour standup activity during
which he will take photos. He is also to link the Gemini and Agena with a two-inch-wide,
100 foot tether stowed aboard the Agena.”

Also on page 2, “KSC TO ORGANIZE BAND FOR LOCAL FUNCTIONS”. Part of the
article reads “…Kennedy Space Center is going to have its own band. The idea to form
a band belongs to Jim Craig, a clarinet and sax man who works as a management
technician in the KSC Headquarters Building. "We welcome both NASA employees and
contractor personnel," says Craig, a musician with 15 years professional experience…
… A practice session will be scheduled soon.”

On page 4, “Second Transporter Nearing Completion At Launch Complex 39”. A
portion of the article reads “The Kennedy Space Center's second transporter is
undergoing final checkout tests in the Launch Complex 39 area, prior to NASA's
acceptance. This acceptance could come early this month, giving the Spaceport two
operational transporters for use in hauling mobile launchers and Saturn V rockets
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between the Vehicle Assembly Building and the pad areas, and for transporting the
mobile service structure from its parked position to the pad…
… Mechanical and electrical installation on the three mobile launchers, meanwhile, is
basically complete. Mobile launcher Number One is virtually operational. Number Two is
more than 90 percent complete mechanically and electrically, and Number Three is
about 85 to 90 percent complete….”.

From the September 15, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, the lead article is “Conrad, Gordon Due At KSC For Debriefings, Physicals”.
Part of the article reads “Gemini 11 astronauts Charles Conrad and Richard Gordon —
most of their mission objectives carried out in spectacular fashion — were due to splash
down in the Atlantic 725 miles east of here this morning and later be brought back to the
Kennedy Space Center for debriefings and physical checkups. Highlight of their three
day flight was an M=1 or first revolution rendezvous and clocking with an Agena Target
Vehicle — the first time in the manned space flight program this difficult step had been
attempted. Other milestones included achieving a record orbital altitude of 850 miles,
performing extra vehicular activities, and completing a number of scientific and technical
experiments…”.

On page 4, “Mock Lunar Module Making Checkout Run At KSC Sites”. In part, the
article reads “A mockup of the Lunar Module which will land American astronauts on the
moon has successfully completed its first checkout tests at KSC… … The mockup,
called a Facility Verification Vehicle (FVV)… … is made of wood and metal and is about
the same size and shape as the actual flight vehicle. Its main function is to assure
compatibility of the spacecraft with KSC checkout facilities… … Mating of the mockup's
ascent and descent stages, and landing gear checkouts have been completed at the
Center.”

“A TECHNICIAN works on Lunar Module Facility Verification Vehicle at KSC…”
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From The September 29, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is “Johnson, Erhard Laud KSC Workers”. A portion of the article reads “In
a rocket-paced two and a half hour visit Tuesday afternoon, President Lyndon B.
Johnson, Chancellor Ludwig Erhard of the Federal Republic of Germany, Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara, and members of their party saw NASA's major facilities
at the Kennedy Space Center. In the Vehicle Assembly Building, before hundreds of
Government and contractor workers, the President had ringing words of praise for all
involved in the space program here….”.

“IN the blockhouse at Launch Complex 19, astronaut James Lovell, right, gave the Presidential
party a briefing on Gemini operations. Left to right are Chancellor Ludwig Erhard of the Federal
Republic of Germany, President Lyndon B. Johnson, and KSC Director, Dr. Kurt H. Debus…
Spaceport News Photo by Russ Hopkins.”

“IN LAUNCH Control Center Firing Room, KSC Launch Director Rocco Petrone, right, briefs the
Presidential party on NASA's manned lunar landing program, using scale models of the
Apollo/Saturn vehicles.”
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“AGAINST awesome backdrop of Saturn V booster stage engines, President Johnson speaks to
the hundreds of KSC and contractor employees assembled in the VAB. "I want each man and
woman associated with this endeavor to know how much your country appreciates your efforts,"
he said.”

From The October 13, 1966, Spaceport News
The headline is “Minderman, LC 39 Win National Awards “. In part, the article reads
“The Kennedy Space Center received two top national awards Friday during formal
presentation ceremonies at NASA Headquarters. The 1966 Outstanding Civil
Engineering Achievement Award was made for KSC's Launch Complex 39…
…Peter A. Minderman, Chief of KSC's Telemetric Systems Division, was presented the
NASA Exceptional Service Medal — one of the space agency's highest honors—for his
part in the design and development of a unique Data Core System and a Real-Time
Data Display System. "Naturally, I'm very pleased with this honor," Minderman said….
… The Civil Engineering Award was made… …by William J. Hedley, President of the
American Society of Civil Engineers. It is annually presented by the Society for the
project which "demonstrates the greatest engineering skills and represents the greatest
contribution to Civil Engineering and mankind."

“Peter A. Minderman”
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On page 4.

On page 5, “KSC Chorus Recitals Next Month”. Part of the article reads “The Kennedy
Space Center Chorus has rescheduled its first recital for November. The Chorus,
directed by Arthur C. Benington of the Music Department at Satellite Beach High
School, will present two separate recitals. The first recital will be held at the Melbourne
Civic Center on Monday evening November 14. A second recital will be held at the
Merritt Island High School on the following evening Tuesday, November 15th…”.

KSC CHORUS members rehearse in earnest under spirited leadership of director Arthur C.
Benington. Rehearsals are held in the KSC Training Auditorium.“
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From The October 27 1966, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Launch Crews Ready Final Gemini Vehicle”. Part of the article reads “With
the last two-manned space flight — Gemini 12 — less than two weeks away, launch
vehicle and spacecraft technicians at KSC are busy making final preparations.
Astronauts James Lovell and Edwin Aldrin will pilot Gemini 12 for a scheduled four day
mission that is to include rendezvous and docking with an Agena Target Vehicle,
extravehicular activity, and 13 experiments… … Two EVA periods are planned for Aldrin
to last four hours. On the second one, the astronaut is to hook the Agena tether to the
spacecraft docking bar and then carry out basic work tasks in the Agena target docking
adapter area.”

On page 5, “Primary Objectives Met On 500F”. A portion of the article reads “The
Saturn V-500 facility vehicle has been unstacked and its stages are either enroute or
are ticketed to be sent to various parts of the country… … "Our primary objective on the
500F was to checkout the facilities — to make sure integration of the ground support
equipment and ground facilities were compatible with the vehicle," says Lt. Col. Richard
C. Hall, Deputy KSC Chief of the Complex 39 Site Activation Office. "We achieved all
primary objectives during the recent tests," Hall added. This included checkout of the
liquid oxygen, liquid hydrogen and RP-1 lines and systems and the environmental
control system…”.

From The November 10, 1966, Spaceport News
On page 2, “KSC Chorus Concerts Scheduled”. Part of the article reads “The Kennedy
Space Center Chorus, in its first public appearance, drew rave notices from a packed
house at Satellite High School on the evening of October 25. The 50-member chorus,
under the direction of Arthur C. Benington, sang five numbers… … The next two
scheduled recitals are at Merritt Island High School, the evening of November 15, and
at Melbourne Civic Center, November 16…”.

From The November 23, 1966 Spaceport News
On pager 4, “GEMINI 12 CEREMONY A SWINGER”. Parts of the article read “Gemini
12 Astronauts James Loveil and Buzz Aldrin were greeted upon their arrival back on
land last week at Cape Kennedy's skid strip with a standing ovation from hundreds of
KSC, Air Force and contractor people who helped put them in orbit. "We feel everyone
here did an outstanding job in getting us into space," Lovell told the crowd, upon his
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arrival from the recovery carrier Wasp, following the historic, four day Gemini 12 mission
which closed out the highly successful program…”.

“CENTER Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus, welcomes Gemini 12 Astronauts James Loveil and Buzz
Aldrin back to Earth following their four-day flight in space. As far left, in receiving line is Deputy
KSC Director Albert F. Siepert. At right is G. Merritt Preston, Gemini Launch Mission Director.”

From The December 22, 1966, Spaceport News
The lead article is “Employees Honored At Awards Ceremony”. In part, the article reads
“The second annual KSC awards ceremony was scheduled today at the Headquarters
Building with nearly 700 Civil Service employees due to receive official recognition. The
ceremony includes a musical program presented by the KSC Chorus and the unveiling
of the John F. Kennedy bust by famed sculptor Felix W. de Weldon…”.

“FAMOUS sculptor Felix de Weldon's bust of the late President John F. Kennedy was to be
unveiled at the annual KSC awards program this morning.”

The following is a good description of the bust, from some previous research I found, at
this website:
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"DESCRIPTION - John F. Kennedy" by Felix de Weldon (1907-2003), bronze, signed
Felix de Weldon and dated 1963, 16 x 9 x 11 inches (25 x 9 x 11 inches with granite
base). *Note: In early 1963, Mr. Felix de Weldon was commissioned by John F.
Kennedy's military aides to produce the sculptural portrait of President Kennedy that
ultimately became a key featured item in the Kennedy Library. In the spring of 1963 de
Weldon began his work. President Kennedy posed for de Weldon twice at the White
House. The work was nearing completion when the tragic events of November 1963
occurred. The nearly finished sculpture was removed to de Weldon's studio where the
artist was encouraged to complete the effort. From the original clay bust only (4) bronze
castings were produced before the mold was destroyed. These castings were given to
Mrs. John F. Kennedy, the Kennedy Library and to the Kennedy Space Center, the
fourth casting (this lot) was retained by the artist and passed by direct descent to the
consignor. Mrs. John F. Kennedy's casting resided in President Johnson's cabinet room
from November 1964 through January 1969 and was given to the Kennedy Library
(#MO 69.26) at a time shortly before Richard Nixon took the Oval Office. The de
Weldon bust of Kennedy was regarded by Dave Powers, Special Assistant to President
Kennedy as his favorite work of art of the entire Kennedy family. Felix de Weldon is
probably best known as the creator of the U.S. Marine Corps War Memorial depicting
the historic raising of the American flag on Mt. Suribachi on Iwo Jima.”
The bust was on display in the soon to be demolished vintage KSC HQ building since
it’s unveiling and is currently on display in the new KSC HQ building lobby; see the
following current photo from the new KSC HQ building lobby.

In the new KSC HQ building lobby
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The plaque on the bust reads as follows:

I was not able to find any information about Mr. and Mrs. C. Thomas Cleggett, Jr.
The following is a photo showing the bust, during the unveiling, from the December 22,
1966, KSC awards ceremony.

On page 2, “KSC Chorus To Be Seen On Area TV”. The article reads “The Kennedy
Space Center chorus will present "The Story of the First Christmas" in song over
television Channel 6 on December 24. The special Christmas program will feature
selected religious numbers arranged by Louise Grant. It will be broadcast over Channel
6, Orlando, between 6:30 and 7:00 p.m. Portions of the program also may be heard
over radio station WRKT, between 6:45 and 7:00 p.m. The Chorus is directed by Arthur
Benington. Accompanist is Mrs. Marilyn Reuter.”
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